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Most of Eastern philosophy and New Age thought feel that the world is an illusion, and to overcome this
impression, humans must improve their consciousness and return to their source. I submit that these
ideas should be flipped around, because our source is the main switch of the illusion and already here.
The illusion that we experience is not of Earth. The illusion is the empty space of the universe where
Earth shouldn’t exist at all, and every tick of the clock saturates this far-flung Earth with a sense of
realness. Therefore, our human condition is best served by concentrating on Time. This energy is pin
pointed right at Earth and will move humans to higher states of realism due to the nature of Time and
how it flows through the universe with Determinism.

Time the Processor:
There is little doubt that the Big Bang is the starting point of our universe. I term it the Dark Membrane
for that is its inherent nature, with aspects of division and complete disorder. Time encompasses a
massive influence on our universe from what I term the Light Membrane. The Light Membrane contains
infinite layers of science and physics far beyond the four forces of our dark universe - gravity,
electromagnetic, the strong nuclear, and the weak nuclear. During a phase transition before Physical
Time occurred in the Big Bang, the Light Membrane prearranged the four forces to unfold, and then
controls the strengths through invisible frequencies of Light that integrated into each force. Control
exerts through a web like structure that we have labeled the Quantum Field. However, to influence or
control every physical force, we should pluralize to Quantum Fields as other disciplines lay
undiscovered. And just as unique, the mechanical rope of Physical Time powers the whole. The question
I will try to answer is what powers Physical Time?
The Dark Membrane is a cell like structure that holds our universe of which the Light Membrane filled
with physics. In the Light Membrane, since it timeless, creation and evolution are instantaneous due to
the speed of Light. During the Big Bang, the Light Membrane detained the Dark Membrane from
expanding to perform the prementioned phase transition. The delay was a holding pattern for a major
mapping to occur before the grander expansion of emptiness via the impending nature of unlimited
division and disorder. We can call this mapping a Universe of Determinism.
At ground zero of Physical Time within the holding pattern, the Light Membrane connected a web of
Light frequencies as the foundation to the Dark Membrane. These Light frequencies matted as modifiers
to disorder. We could say the Higgs field installed in this manner, however, much more mechanically
installed. The holding process installed the four forces of nature, a Time mechanism with a duality
aspect, and a web of specialized energy that became the invisible backbone of our dark universe. Our
narrow version of quantum physics that we perceive, installed as countless layers that the Light
Membrane freely controls. Those layers are countless because they are mutable.
The Light Membrane’s application of physics is not quite a master switch, but rather functions as the
major influence on every aspect of the Dark Membrane. One must consider that our universe is

expanding around the speed of Light with its own energy of disorder and would be terribly hard to
control, so influence the better term. Fortuitously, the Light Membrane managed to influence the
construction of a matter-based universe inside the Dark Membrane. This was not an easy trick since the
two membranes work as the exact opposites after the holding pattern released and became our
experience: timelessness vs. physical time, order vs. disorder, life vs. radiation, positive vs. negative, and
finally, real vs. the unreal. This idea can also correspond to the human body as the mind versus the
heart. Certainly, we are stardust, so one may form a lengthy list with human traits, such as: love vs. fear,
clarity vs. confusion, joy vs. sorrow, harmony vs. chaos. Human energies easily mirror the fundamental
nature of two universes, if one universe is disorder and one is the peacefulness of order.
To clarify the big picture: The Light Membrane is the foundation of the Dark Membrane and the whole is
a frequency of Light, which would account for the universe expanding at the speed of Light. We do not
see this Light Membrane just as the ultraviolet spectrum is a frequency of light that the human eye
cannot see. But we are beginning to measure it through giant electron-positron colliders.
The holding pattern also allowed the Light Membrane to fully process the Dark Membrane to its ending
conclusion of becoming a non-disordered and harmonious state of Light to fill the empty void. This
directly points to a Determinism Universe. The processing created frequencies of Physical Time which
store in the timeless nature of the Light Membrane. In essence, there are two forms of time – Physical
Time and Light-Time. The actual movement of Physical Time occurs when the preprocessed Light-Time
frequencies penetrate the Dark Membrane. As they penetrate, Light-Time affects the disorder with its
web of modifiers as quantum fields that trigger physical creation and evolution. And since the dark
universe is a divisional membrane, creation and evolution appear separated to us. Light-Time is the
mapping of changes that are systemically applied to the empty space of disorder. What we consider to
be haphazard events of time, is a predestined road map with systems that adjust to what disorder may
divide and decay.
We effortlessly understand the three dimensions of space – up, down, and sideways – and then consider
Physical Time as a fourth dimension. Time, the fourth dimension that we do not see but experience, is a
creation strictly from the Light Membrane. The Dark Membrane cannot create a tick of a clock to
naturally produce time. Its full nature is disorder that divides and decays everything and creates nothing.
Again, back to the holding pattern of the Big Bang. The Light Membrane preformatted disorder to an
order of Physical Time, which included Light’s preconditioning to form and function. Remember, the
pace of creation and evolution inside the Light Membrane would be at the speed of Light, so in a flash, it
shaped the entirety of Physical Time to be linear as the original order to disorder, and then attached its
preconditioned form and function to manifest in a sequenced production. The stage has been set to roll
out the best possible universe with layers of influence inside a membrane of unlimited dysfunction and
disorder. How can the creation of a galaxy and illuminance not be pure Determinism?
The tick, tick, tick of a clock is agonizingly slow because disorder is a strong force. Disorder itself slows
down the Light-Time frequencies of creation to a crawl, and then we perceive it as evolution.
Consequently, Physical Time flows through the Dark Membrane at an absurdly compressed rate
compared to the speed of Light, even though the whole of the structure is expanding at the speed of
Light. Unquestionably, it is an absurd membrane. And what would happen if we could travel at the
speed of Light inside the Dark Membrane? Time would stop. It is an excellent proof that Physical Time
comes from a Light Membrane.

Without Light’s preprocessing of Physical Time as a fourth dimension, disorder would remain in
complete chaos in a universe we would not recognize, nor could we detail any of the physics because
they would not make sense – as if physics could exist at all in that type of universe. I conclude that a
dark universe without Physical Time would be one scary place. Taking disorder and laying it flat in
Physical Time, is scary enough.
The flow of Light-Time is like a very thick rope that jumped ahead of the Big Bang, and is now pulling
Light-Time frequencies through the Dark Membrane to create Physical Time. That rope holds many
threads of Light’s capabilities. A thread of creation, a thread of evolution, a thread that tries to influence
dark energy (the toughest one), a thread that controls dark matter, a thread that controls the Higgs field
and the other processing filters (quantum fields) we have not discovered. Some we will discover and
others will never theorize since they are outside of what the human mind can calculate.
Light-Time transports all these energies into existence which help to maintain the four forces of our
universe that want to break backwards to complete disorder. Light-Time acts as a wide weave of
processing with hidden adjustability to the threads of each function that gently alters everything inside
the disordered membrane toward a positive purpose. The negatives of disorder become the best
version of a positive output. Example: The disorder of a black hole becomes the engine for circular
movement that unifies disorder toward planet creation and the thinning of radiation. Light-Time’s
movement is a complex weave of unified processing that activates the web of Quantum Fields to
materialize its form and function. This inspires movement and Physical Time as a big wave of processing
straight from the Light-Time frequencies controlling the smaller waves in the Quantum Fields that do all
the dirty work. Perhaps we understand approximately 5% of those waves, strings and particles, that pop
in and out of existence at random positions and in any form required. It is instant order adjusting
disorder at every millisecond of Physical Time to the Light-Time frequencies.
To go deeper into this aspect of Physical Time: A black hole is the gravity mechanism that pulls local
Time through a galaxy and when the event horizon is reached, Physical Time is virtually at a stop. This
would place gravity as the arrow time. And its reverse is true, the rotation and movement is the
consequence of Physical Time being dragged through empty space. Time is the movement of matter and
movement is Time, and a nice complement to gravity as a stable engine. I merely add that Physical Time
contains the processing threads from the Light Membrane of creation and evolution, as a Universe of
Determinism. A universe with big pockets of nothingness because it is a messy process to sway
unlimited disorder.
Neutrinos are especially valuable to the Light Membrane. They can penetrate all mass and supply direct
feedback to what is occurring in the physical. The Light Membrane is a dimensionless realm of unlimited
potentiality where big and small do not exist. Expansion and contraction are not relative when the
nature of a particle remains the same, so, a neutrino transmits a world of information. With this
neutrino thread of monitoring, since the Light Membrane is a field of endless science and physics, a new
type of thread may formulate when needed. Light-Time and its quantum webs that influence the Dark
Membrane are completely variable. The Light versus the Dark are in a continuous give and take and why
unlimited threads are essential to keep the preformatted Light-Time table on course. Those threads
keep unlimited disorder from breaking down and decaying Light’s saturation into the empty space that
we call home.

For added weirdness, let’s throw in an Eastern philosophy that everything is made of consciousness. The
Dark Membrane would then take on a trait of an unhappy place of thought. It would behoove the
scientists to begin research with the hypothesis that the Dark Membrane is alive and as a hidden
frequency of consciousness, just as the Light Membrane is a hidden frequency of consciousness. This
would mean that dark consciousness is subject to rather quick changes of thought, and therefore would
coerce Light’s application of Light-Time frequencies and Quantum Fields to be instantly mutable. So
mutable, that multiverses are created for all forms of consciousness. The theory of multiverse would be
a good excuse to label Quantum Fields as plural with infinite options. Something Eastern spiritualists call
the field of potentiality. I’ll go one step further. The Light Membrane is so advanced and mutable, that it
will use its unlimited Quantum Fields to become anything necessary to accommodate and then improve
the disorder of all seen and unseen consciousness.

How strong is Dark’s disorder?
Rationally, it is much stronger than the influence from the Light Membrane. Earth has undergone five
extinctions and each time, new layers of Light-Time manifested that positioned Earth back on its path of
creating an animal species with the brain wiring it desires. The processing between the two membranes
is highly interactive so that the Light Membrane can continue the original road map of Physical Time.
That road map ends in technology driven life systems across the entire universe. We shouldn’t find this
surprising considering that the Light Membrane is all about science and physics.
Furthermore, can we expect the study of limited physics inside the Dark Membrane to equate to a realm
of unlimited physics, where any form of physics develops when necessary? Certainly not. Why would
physics not be a part of creation and evolution? We, as the human species will experience physics that
we cannot predict but will fully understand. Science frequencies will emerge that we are simply a part of
through a natural manifestation. In the distant future and a more vivid reality preprocessed by the LightTime frequencies that penetrate Earth – Earth will undergo a phase transition to what I call Material
Light. I leave it to your imagination to figure out what that means. But I will give you a clue, the Sun will
not be lighting Earth. Earth’s material will glow from a more intense sub fusion of the Light Membrane.
All I can say is that creation and evolution are nonstop. Physical Time marches forward and so does the
future of applied physics from the Light Membrane.
I hope this idea would sagaciously end the debate between creationism and evolution, for they are
threads of the same rope that work hand in hand to bring the actuality of Light to the Dark Membrane.
Creation is created, and then the physical movement of Time transfers in the evolution segment, all in
one motion – which means creation and evolution are married if we drop our divisional view. And there
is nothing unfitting when describing the Light Membrane as Intelligent Design. The many conscious
beings of Light are infinite designers of whom we have joined.
The Full Circle:
The Light-Time injection is not singular. The ever-expanding Big Bang is movement that carries its LightTime frequencies. A black hole creates a local time zone which pulls movement through the galaxy. If we
were to take an atomic clock and place them in different galaxies, they would not keep exact time due
to the various Light-Time frequencies created for an area. A reminder that Physical Time is relative,

mutable, and changeable, like any illusion would be. As Einstein said, “… the distinction between past,
present and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.” What would we expect out of empty space
that appears to have matter?
The Light-Time injections across the Big Bang eventually formed matter through explosive disorder and
instigated black holes for rotation. Stars formed that would light the empty space. Granted, a
manufactured version of radiation that tries to resemble the Light Membrane, but nonetheless, a form
of order was delivered to disorder with a positive purpose. Concerning our Milky Way, the Light-Time
frequencies swung our galaxy open as another correction to disorder, which allowed the space between
the arms to contain less radiation, so that life could take shape. Now we have arrived at Earth.
The time mechanism is of a different nature on Earth, for it is controlled by the human soul as I will
explain. To understand how our human souls control Physical Time with Determinism, we must
understand the many tasks of Earth and the creation process of our inner nature that functions with the
Light-Time frequencies.
The development of our solar system is a set of Light-Time frequencies produced by the underlining
energy of Light Membrane. Those frequencies formed the Sun to light Earth and Jupiter as a protector.
All planets share the same hidden nature that I am about to explain, however, Earth takes another step
beyond this nature to create physical life.
The Light Membrane gathered a ball of Light and specialized the energy to become a physical Earth. This
means that there are two Earths. A physical one made of matter and one made of Light. A Dark Earth
that survives in physical disorder and a Light Earth that lives in harmony completely within the Light
Membrane. We could accurately say that underneath physical Earth, is an altered system of
consciousness with its own Soul of Light. A Soul is defined as any Light organization that encapsulate to
its own set of Light frequencies. Light Earth is a set of frequencies established by the underlining
foundation that is the Light Membrane. It is its own set of quantum fields. These quantum fields are the
real Earth which penetrate the Dark Membrane via Light-Time frequencies. However, our human souls
control and construct the Light-Time frequencies that influence the human experience of physical Earth.
Explanation forthcoming.
Earth is the physical manifestation of Light which signifies that the Light Membrane (the real) – our
source and foundation – is solidly integrated into the Dark Membrane (the unreal). Earth’s invisible Light
nature is a transformation center of disordered dark energy into Light energy. It turns the empty, unreal
space into realism with its own set of Light-Time frequencies. In other words: Earth is a system of Light
that transposes the empty space of disordered matter on her physical surface into a life eco-system:
such as trees, plants, animals, mountains, rivers, and oceans. This mean that life patterns are not
created within mother nature’s physical outside, but from Earth’s underneath Light system containing
her own set quantum fields, which eventually surface as physical Earth. Once again, Light-Time
frequencies of Determinism carry the evolution. From a fish to a walking hominid was no accident. The
Big Bang and the wave of Light-Time frequencies that produced matter and clumping objects of order
from disorder, merely supplied the ingredients. Earth’s inner Light system arranged all of life to surface
in the physical.
All forms of transformation would lead to the physical creation of a hominid with the proper brain
wiring that could advance out of the animal kingdom through complex abstract thought. Intelligent

Design from higher forms of consciousness developed the Light-Time frequencies that evolved the best
human frame to walk Earth’s surface, and walk her surface with a piece of Light as an individual Soul.
Underneath all physical forms of life is an invisible group system of Light defined by frequency. Dogs
have a group frequency; the cat family has a group frequency, on so on down to plant life. Even minerals
have a group frequency. Humans differ by possessing their own individual frequency as a single unit of
perfected Light. This allowed our Souls to learn how to control the Light-Time frequencies of Earth and
other features of Earth’s invisible quantum fields.
The whole of the system is endless harmony and realism that perfects the chaos consciousness of the
unreal surface of Earth, and destined to emerge on Earth’s surface as a new reality. The invisible inner
harmony of Earth is a nonstop flow of energy that influences all corporal life during the ticks of Physical
Time, where even lions learn to love their cubs when their bellies are full and not experiencing the
hunger drive of corporal chaos. The overriding goal is to process the unreal disordered energy into some
state of harmonious and real energy.
Could we not consider Earth a stage of realness inside the disorder that is not real? Are we not real,
even though we suffer from disorder? And could we describe the angst of disorder as the mind defying
the heart, especially when the mind instates a soulless thought system of self? Does this help one to see
the mix of the two membranes? The mind is of disorder and the heart is of Soul and Light.
Regrettably, the inner harmony inside Earth has not reached her surface to its full extent, and Earth
remains a disordered place of life and death. Light-Time’s first stage of processing disorder, could only
produce a self-awareness structure as a shared reality that passes through the generations – of which all
animals participate with, through the brain cells that are linked to the disorder of decay and death that
manifest a biological survival dynamism. The self-awareness structure I refer to, is the ego consciousness
of mind and body. Ego consciousness is best described as the survival of self and is not restrained to
human consciousness. Ego consciousness is shared gestalt of thought covering the entire planet that
every animal shares in, of which the human species has slightly separated from due to our ability to
transfer Earth’s inner harmony of Light. The separation is clear, no other animal species can build a
civilization which tries to care for the whole. That motivation comes from a bigger brain influenced by
the human soul.
Earth’s invisible Light system created your Soul, my Soul, and all Souls. We are a creation of one Soul –
Earth’s Soul. This also explains why Heaven looks like a pristine version of Earth from those who have
had near death experiences, because our human souls live in her gigantic Light Soul. From there, Earth’s
Light system expands out into the rest of the Light Membrane. If you investigate the other concepts I
convey, one will find a very complex universe of Light. One filled with countless species of Light that
offer an endless eternity of learning the unrestricted sciences that have developed to support every
form of life. Light consciousness, I assure you, will never get boring. Eventually, you will move out of
Earth’s Light system and explore those infinite realms of other Light.
Our souls were not created in a heaven by a god as most envision. Our Souls were created by Earth’s
Light system that converted disordered energy into Human Light energy. This process created a human
soul as a multidimensional being of Light-Time, because Earth is of Light-Time. When Light entered the
hearts of primitive Neanderthals to create individual units of Light, instant creation and evolution
evolved the human species to its final conclusion. We all have a future self of Light made perfect in a
flash of creation and evolution. That is the nature of the human soul. It is a perfect unit of individual

Light without any physical disorder. No death, no disease, no ego of self, and no division from its true
nature. The human soul suffers no duality for it never experienced disorder. The Human Light gestalt
instantly became a very advanced species of Light. Our own species of Light is guiding Earth’s
advancement.
The Human Light Soul created out of the Neanderthal period, is at Light speed and so advanced, that it
influenced the evolution of tissue to Cro-Magnon and thus, here we are today with a bigger brain that
responds to intuition from our human souls of Light. Human souls are literally a feedback system of
information to the higher source of Earth’s Soul, and Earth’s Light system will provide any frequency of
science that we require to adjust the many hidden functions inside Light-Time before its flow to
physicality. This is how the Light Membrane operates, it supplies tools for our benefit, even to
parameters it invented. And now, human souls control the flow of Light-Time to Earth that manifest
Physical Time for the human experience, while Earth’s Soul maintains the eco-system.
Our human souls became layers of time in a forward movement as future selves and then backwards to
effect all change in human history. This is Human Light controlling the Determinism applied to Earth. Our
future selves instantaneously created a marvelous technology driven future. Our Souls have pre-lived
and pre-constructed every time period of technology growth at Light speed. When humans constructed
mud houses to make life more comfortable, it was an intuitive process influenced by the modern
buildings preconstructed in the Light-Time frequencies that our advanced human souls of timelessness
designed. Who better to accommodate the human experience than human themselves, is how the
dynamics of higher consciousness in the Light Membrane view it. These Light-Time future realms filter to
Earth through the heart as intuition and stages of technology slowly enter existence. Undesirably, the
disorder of ego consciousness distorts the great ideas into a selfish and systematic repetition, direct
from centuries of mindless and soulless thought opposite the soul and heart.
Does one think that the technology age is a happy accident? The invention of the telescope was not a
lucky accident. The intuition of how to build a telescope came from the Determinism human souls
preconstructed as a Light-Time frequency of extraordinary change through technology that becomes
physical. Our souls understand the ingredients of Earth and how to combine them into technology that
benefit the physical portion of the human race. The telescope was an invention from our souls that
surfaced on Earth. Eventually, the technical marvel allowed humans to see the nature of our spinning
existence all the way into Hubble’s deep field of vision. At each step of the way, the nature of ego
consciousness as a whole changed. A clear indicator that to improve the awareness level of the masses,
it is linked to technology and its growth. Technology drives our physical consciousness. Even the mixing
of water and dirt to make mud bricks was a technology driven paradigm.
Future technologies will teach us how to take care of Earth and humans, once the whole of ego
consciousness processes the information with clarity. Moreover, technology is our savior, for technology
is of the Light Membrane and the only way to benefit 7.5 billion humans and growing. It’s accurate to
say that the human soul fully understands the Light Membrane and integrated into its capability of
flowing Time into the Dark Membrane. And since we are the products of Earth, we are designed to
influence Earth and the consciousness on her surface, straight from our scientific nature that lies
underneath. That scientific nature is laced with even more goodies.

Why is the nature of the human soul so advanced?
Simple answer: because the Light Membrane is so advanced. The human soul is a creation of Light. I like
to call it a fabric because that is how it acts. On Earth, we wear a human body like a fabric. When we
move out of the body and back home to our invisible Light Earth, we wear Light as a Fabric. But this is
not just any fabric. It’s a Magical Fabric filled with science and physics.
Obviously, it took massive amounts of science to create Earth, and since Earth created our Light souls,
we are that science. The Light Fabric contains frequencies of science and physics that are integrated into
a compassionate weave of conscious energy. The sciences in the Light Membrane are merely
frequencies of Light that we have learned to operate. This allowed the human soul to design and control
the future of planet Earth. Our human souls (our future selves) have learned the Light Membrane’s
preplanning of Determinism and how the concept is applied to the physical. Higher forms of
consciousness taught us this in a flash of learning. We could even call it a download of Determinism.
To say it another way the following paragraph:
Light is a fabric of science, physics, and compassion, and we are the loving consciousness of the fabric.
It’s a highly positive fabric of compassionate energy that one becomes, and within that energy system is
the mastery of science and physics to be learned. Our consciousness gives movement to the fabric much
in the same way our minds move the body. We get to play with the fabric in the most magical ways. A
freewill system that is completely harmless, which always produces realities constructed from
compassion since that is the main thread. This means that the final nature of our Soul is highly scientific,
and beautifully laced with the innate and unchangeable energy of compassion. Thought has always
created reality, but in the Light Membrane, we just have a better set of tools that are exclusively made
of compassion, and of course, contain no disorder. It is a harmonious realm of play and creation where
disordered energies cannot exist.
The human invention of God does not exist either, for it is a disordered idea from the Dark Membrane.
Heaven is best described as a Light Fabric of science tools to create whatever compassionate realm we
desire. That is the nature of freewill – to learn the Light Fabric and run your own evolution. The Light
Membrane dictates nothing but creative compassion as unlimited freewill. The idea that God would
always control the science and physics that surrounds you with a certain kind of reality, is obsolete. The
complexity of the Light Membrane is a transfer of knowledge by equal consciousness. Through that
transfer human souls learned to operate our little corner of Earth Light.
Our human souls, our future selves that is the us of now, merely encased by ego consciousness, have
already constructed a harmonious world for our physical extensions to live in. A highly technical world
that looks a lot like the Venus Project founded by Jacque Fresco. It’s a world of technology and
automation that eliminated war, politics, money, poverty, and changed the ego consciousness on
Earth’s surface. Survival energy emptied from human thought on a wide scale. Meaningless jobs that
were bad for human consciousness transformed into meaningful work of technology driven systems.
Pedantically said, the age of enlightenment we all desire is linked to technology growth, simply because
these are the layers of Light-Time we have procreated and now transgressing to Earth. This is how our
human souls control Physical Time. We have learned how the Light-Time frequencies operate from the
Light Membrane to the Dark Membrane, and then integrated portions of our soul into the Light-Time

function. Our human souls share in that design and now control Light-Time to Physical Time that will
produce a marvelous future of harmony with Earth.
Humans are moving into a science-based-thought-system that mirrors our inner soul, and this will
manifest higher states of compassion on the surface of Earth. Aren’t scientists in general, the more
compassionate humans and perhaps the only form of education that should be pursued? Scientists heal
diseases, they improve water and food supplies, they pen free essays to expand knowledge, they share
openly when not constricted by other aspects of ego consciousness, and they constantly strive for the
clearest of thought to improve a field of study. This attitude preconstructed our future inside Earth’s
Light system and humans are merely manifesting that reality into existence.
You and I are time fragments created by our scientific souls, as the multidimensional beings of Time we
became. Our inner-timeless self, is guiding the outer self of Physical Time directly through an intuitive
process from the heart. That would make us a multidimensional being of Time, where the future is
talking to the past. And since Time does not really exist, the past, present and future, occur
simultaneously. Which would mean the duality of past and future is not a separation, but rather a
unique blend of one. But impossible to see inside Physical Time where its laid out flat in a linear fashion.
We invent time fragments of ourselves to come to Earth and bring about change – every human
contains this goal. Unfortunately, the surface of Earth is still a highly-disordered energy system of ego
consciousness that diverts us from our inner voice of unity, and in most cases, a distortion caused by the
depraved education of ego consciousness. We literally teach survival energy and then lace it with debt
as slavery to ego consciousness and its systems, and then ignore most who struggle on the fringes.
However, the structure of ego consciousness is slowly changing not by us seeking the source, but by the
source coming to us through Physical Time and predesigned Determinism.
Time will produce technologies that completely overwhelm ego consciousness and survival energy,
directly from the sciences that the Light Membrane gave us to learn. Humans will rationally drop every
ancient idea of how we view ourselves, for none of them can mirror the effects of technology on human
consciousness and behavior. Confusion will finally give way to clarity, once the physical technologies are
acknowledged as the supreme power that can eliminate the human frailties of self-destruction through
war, politics, pollution and money. This will allow humans to embrace Time and concede to its power.
Humans will precisely engineer compassion on Earth through technology, just as the Light Membrane
intended.
The dream at every step of the way is not disappearing but becoming real, directly from the Light
Membrane that processes the Dark Membrane. Physical Earth is a permanent stage of realness that
floats and spins inside an unreal vacuum of dark spacetime. Perhaps the term spacetime should be
eliminated, since Time is us. If we consider Earth’s double nature and that our Light souls control Time at
the source, Light-Time would be the better description.
Our Human Light family took over the contract to the Light-Time frequencies that journey into the
physical through the heart and mind connection. The movement of Physical Time are frequencies we
engineer – we just don’t know it yet. But our hearts do.

